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Words and
phrases killed
by the press
By Peter Funt

The Era of
the selfie
stick

Special to The Bulletin

I can’t stop myself from keeping a mental list of words and
phrases that have been worn
out beyond repair by journalists. They range from the trite,
such as “Breaking News,” to the
abused, such as “anonymous
sources.”
For TV journalists, they include
crutch phrases such as “at the
end of the day.” The next time a
cable pundit suggests “there’s no
there there,” switch the channel
- although, frankly, on cable “it is
what it is.”
Print journalists, with time to at
least briefly ponder their wording,
usually avoid such lazy choices.
Yet many can’t seem to stop
themselves when it comes to
hyperbole.
We live in an age when
things are, at least in the minds
of reporters, ground-breaking,
unprecedented and, of course,
historic.
Still, I was surprised to find the
beacon of enlightened writing,
The New York Times, caught up
in its own extraordinary case of
word abuse. And, as it happens,
the word in question is “extraordinary.”
On a single day recently, The
Times informed us that Canada
was going to extraordinary
lengths to deal with President

(Continued on Page 11)

Blow out another
100,000 birthday
candles for
humanity

SEE PAGE 10

By Rick Jensen

Special to The Bulletin

Millennials, who understandably hate being
called “millennials,” did not invent narcissism
with the selfie.
A noticeable number of 18 to 34 year-olds have
simply navigated current technology into the dank
waters of self-love and/or marketing one’s self into what
they hope is an attractive brand.
I’m a boomer working alongside millennials, who, in this fastpaced, fishbowl-enclosed world of news and opinion publishing
and broadcasting, prove themselves more than capable of smart,
hard work every day.
These individuals with whom I work are just that – individuals, not some
generational coagulant undulating in rhythm. They do share generational life
experiences that Gen X, boomers and those who follow will not.
They were there as kids when cell phones, laptops and tablets connected
them to the world and each other.
They made the online mistakes they will hopefully teach their kids to avoid
and discovered firsthand the weeping rejection wrought by false identities in this
environment now called social media.

(Continued on Page 4)

Hurricane preparedness puts stress on Alzheimer’s patients
If you have lived on the Texas
Gulf Coast for more than nine
years, you have had the task of
preparing for and evacuating from
approaching hurricanes.
Whether it is buying supplies,
boarding up windows, or loading the family into the car to
evacuate the area, your stress level
increases tremendously during the

event.
Imagine then how your loved one
with Alzheimer’s will react when they
see all the commotion. “Everybody
is watching the loud television. The
silly announcers are standing out
in the rain and wind and they are
yelling. Everyone is talking so fast I
can’t understand them. The people I
live with are angry and upset, throw-

ing, moving, and packing things. I
don’t know what is going on. Did I
do something bad?”
That’s what they would see, hear
and think.
“Alzheimer’s patients are very
vulnerable to the stress created
by a hurricane, especially if there
is a mandatory evacuation. The

(Continued on Page 5)

Build kites at Angleton Library and learn why they fly
Kathy Nixie, the “Kite Lady,”
will be coming to the Angleton
Library on Tuesday, July 18, at
2 p.m. for a hands-on program
teaching the science and mathematics behind the making and
flying of kites.
This STEAM program is part of

July 15

the Summer Reading Club, whose
theme this year is “Build a Better
World.”
STEAM programs focus on
science, technology, engineering,
art, and math, and help engage
kids in their learning experiences
and prepare them for future jobs.

Special thanks to the Friends of
the Angleton Library for funding
this event.
This event is free and open to
the public. The library is located
at 401 East Cedar Street. For
more information call the library
at (979) 864-1519.

Bulletin
starts
24th year

By John Toth

Editor and Publisher

Allow me to ramble on a little in
this first column of our 24th year
of publishing The Bulletin.
Out of the 52 columns I write
annually in this space, this is my
favorite. It starts another year of
publication. The paper’s first issue
appeared on July 4, 1994.
That’s a long time. I would not
have bet when
we worked on
the first issue
that we’d still
be publishing a weekly
paper today. It
is a risky busiRAMBLINGS ness, especially since the
advent of high speed internet.
But here we are, churning out
another issue. I guess someday
we’ll have to stop, but I don’t
know when.
When we started, I was a
young dad of three children. Now
I am a young granddad of one. I
have gone from juggling deadlines and picking up the kids from
school to juggling deadlines and
picking up my medicine from the
pharmacy.
Just kidding. There is nothing
wrong with me.
Some of our counterparts predicted that we’d be just another
failing start-up. My editor at the
Houston Chronicle held my job
open for five months and then
called me to inquire if I would go
back.
(Continued on Page 10)
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As Spotify and Pandora struggle, Apple Music lowers its prices, boosts paid subscriptions
By Seung Lee
The Mercury News (TNS)
CUPERTINO, Calif. — Apple’s
latest move to corner the music

streaming market came quietly but
is expected to reverberate quickly.
Earlier this month, Apple Music
unveiled a $99 yearly subscription

NO, YOU’VE GOT TO LISTEN TO ME, OFFICER! … FZZZZT!
A man, wearing only his boxer shorts, backed his pickup truck into a police
cruiser in Zephyrhills, Fla., then got out and danced in the middle of the
street. He started yelling that he “had experienced a revelation,” and that
“nuclear bombs were coming.” He then charged the police officer who
Tasered him. Drugs were thought to be a factor.
O.K., I KNOW HOW THIS MUST LOOK: A man was arrested for
drunk driving in Alliance, Ohio, wearing a T-shirt that read, “This guy needs
a beer.”
OH, HERE IT IS, NEVER MIND, OFFICER: A man called police
in Bath Township, Ohio, to report that a woman stole heroin from him. The
cops found the heroin in his pants pocket.
HEY BABY, REMEMBER ME? A man took home a woman he met
outside a nightclub in Miami Beach, and fell asleep after getting to know her
better. She then proceeded to steal his clothes, Rolex watch and thousands
in cash. She was arrested when he spotted her outside another nightclub at
three in the morning.
BUT I CAN SEE JUST FINE: A man on a motorized scooter was
stopped on a highway in Pasco County, Fla., because he was using his cell
phone as a headlight. The cops made him walk home.
GREAT TO SEE YOU; I THOUGHT YOU WERE DEAD: A Texas
man faked his own death, texting his wife that he was going to drown
himself, then fleeing to Colombia. He was caught when, for some reason,
he came back to Texas.
WHAT’S THIS BLINKING RED LIGHT, I WONDER?: A man,
who burglarized a home in Ogden, Utah, was photographed by a surveillance camera in the master bedroom. When the footage was released to
the public, the burglar’s sister came forward and identified him. His arrest is
said to be imminent.
OK, LET’S HAVE A LOOK-SEE … KA-BOOOOM! A man poured
diesel fuel into a canister on top of his van at a gas station in Taraz, Kazakhstan, then used his lighter to see if it was full. It was.
I WANT TO SAY DOROTHY OR, UH, DOLORES IS IT? A man
was able to get very close to a woman he had met on a dating website,
then returned to her home in Ocala, Fla., and robbed her. The cops stopped
him for a broken headlight not far from the crime scene and saw the stolen
goods in his car. He admitted that he had been at the residence, but said he
was there with his “side girlfriend” whose name he could not recall.
FREE AT LAST! KA-BLAM! A man got out of prison and went to
a party that night at his mother’s home in Minooka, Ill., to celebrate his
release, where he was shot to death by mom’s “live-in acquaintance.”
NOT MUCH CHANCE OF RECONCILING NOW: A woman
jumped up on a car in the parking lot of a furniture store in Cullman, Ala.,
and stomped out the windshield, telling arresting officers that the vehicle
belonged to her boyfriend, who had cheated on her.

option, tucked deep in the Music
settings inside the App Store. The
subscription breaks down to $8.25
a month, nearly $1.75 cheaper than
the standard $9.99 monthly subscription used by Apple Music and
its two main competitors, Spotify
and Pandora.
Digital media analysts said the

unusual move by Apple — undercutting its own pricing models — is an
effort to pounce on its financially
struggling competitors and lure
paying customers to its service.
Unlike Stockholm-based Spotify
and Oakland’s Pandora, whose
revenues are heavily reliant on
premium subscriptions, Apple has
the money and the flexibility to
absorb losses while squeezing out
the competition, analysts said.
“Apple can afford to do this,”
said Mike Goodman, director of
digital media strategies at Strategy
Analytics. “They are not dependent
on needing music to turn a profit. It’s
focused on perpetuating the Apple

ecosystem.”
The ecosystem added a new
member earlier this month at the
Worldwide Developers Conference
in San Jose, when Apple launched
the HomePod, a smart home
speaker set to launch in December.
Apple labeled the product a smart
“musicologist” that can compete
with Sonos in acoustic quality and is
expected to further Apple’s success
with digital music.
Since its launch in 2015, Apple
Music has shown rapid growth in
paid subscribers. Apple said it has
more than 27 million subscribers
— including 7 million who came in
the last six months.

HELP WANTED
Now hiring cooks,
cashiers. $8.25/hour
and up. (979) 798-9101
or apply in person.

RED TOP RESTAURANT
Hwy. 36, Brazoria
ABOUT US

John and Sharon
Toth, Owners and
Publishers
Since July 4, 1994
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Strange but True

By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
HOW PRODUCTION CATERS
TO AGING JAPAN’S NEEDS
Q. How have Japan’s declining
birth rate and rising life expectancy affected its manufacturing
base, even including the diaper
business?
A. Japan is now arguably the
eldest country in the world, with
more than a quarter of its population
over age 65, says Sally Herships
on the Marketplace web site. With
its birth rate plunging, “this means
seniors have fewer grandchildren
to reach into their pockets for and
more money to spend as they
see fit.” And according to the Pew
Research Center, more diapers are
now being produced for adults than
for babies.
The changing consumer landscape is also necessitating other
adjustments: stores are slowing
down escalators, and groceries
can now be ordered by telephone,
without the Internet. Manufacturing
giant Panasonic has even created
an entire product line for seniors,
its J-Concept, explains industry
spokesperson Mio Yamanaka.
Refrigerators and washing
machines, for example, are built for
a smaller statured population; and
in rural areas, where many houses
have two stories and stairs, a lighter

vacuum cleaner addresses the
problem of trying to vacuum while
holding a heavy machine. Tellingly,
Yamanaka says, “in Japan, most
people have backache.”
Now back to the adult diaper:
one ad touting an incontinence
product features a Paralympic skier.
The message is clear: You may be
over 65, but you still have a full and
active life to live.
SOMEONE HAS TO DO IT
Q. What does “the sting of the
wild” feel like?
A. That’s what entomologist
Justin Schmidt wondered many
times over as he subjected himself
voluntarily to be bitten by 80 different insects as described in his
book of the above title, says Sid
Perkins in “Science News” magazine. Instead of just going to a lab
and using test tubes and photos and
computer simulations, Schmidt put
his body on the line as he experienced stinging ants, wasps and
bees (among others).
When he was done, he had
developed a “pain index” for each
sting, ranging from 1 to – OW! for
all but a handful of species. “While
the sting of one bee species merited
a mere 0.5 (‘Did I just imagine
that?’), the pain from a warrior wasp
sting scored a 4 (‘Torture. You are
chained in the flow of an active
volcano. Why did I start this list?’).”
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HOW TO CHASE AN ECLIPSE
Q. On August 21, 2017, the US
will experience a rare transcontinental total solar eclipse, where
the Moon’s shadow will race
from Oregon to South Carolina,
moving so fast (over 1000 miles
per hour) that, for an observer on
the ground, totality will last less
than three minutes. But back in
1973 during an eclipse in Africa,
a group of scientists found a way
to extend their observations to
over an hour, using a technology
available then but not today. How
did they do it?
A. They chartered a brand-new
supersonic Concorde jetliner. “From
an altitude of 55,000 feet, the sky
was black and the curvature of the
Earth clearly visible, as was the
shadow of the Moon beneath them,”
says Tyler Nordgren in his book
“Sun, Moon, Earth: The history of
solar eclipses from omens of doom
to Einstein and exoplanets.” “The
Concorde traveled at a speed of
almost 1300 miles per hour, about
twice the speed of sound and the
same as the speed of the Moon’s
shadow moving across the Earth,
stretching the view from the ground,
an exceptionally long seven minutes, to an astounding seventy-four
minutes of totality in the sky.” Alas,
the aging Concorde jetliners were
retired from service in 2003 and no
supersonic commercial plane exists
today.
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Please let our advertisers know that
you saw their ad in The Bulletin
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The era of the selfie stick: From Wyoming to New York, the smart phone tends to bring out the narcissist in us
(Continueed from Page 1)

They invest in “selfie sticks” and
smart phones with high resolution
cameras to document their life
experiences.
We now have a culture in which
individuals try to define themselves
by the lightly fictional autobiographies they create online. This is
not new. Only the technology is
omnipresent.
Too many are constantly sharing
with whatever part of the world is
willing to watch just how beautiful
and cool they are. Even while driving... in Wyoming.
I presume you agree Las Vegas,
Los Angeles and New York have
their share of egotistical, narcissistic
people of all ages. But... Wyoming?
The Auto Insurance Center
reports the state with the smallest population boasts the largest
number of drivers per capita taking

selfies and posting them to Instagram.
To make matters worse, these
selfies
have
driving-related
hashtags like, “DrivingSelfie and
#HopeIDontCrash.
Nevada came in second, and New
York is third in “Hey-look-at-me-I’mstone-cold-awesome-posing-like-apouty-lip-supermodel-while-driving”
selfies.
As the Narcissus myth endures
since ancient Greece, there’s nothing new about narcissism; the smart
phone has simply widened the
opportunities and audience.
Granted, not all selfies are narcissistic. Some, maybe most, are just
fun, as in, “Hey!This is me/ this is us
having fun!”
But if you’re squishing up your
best smooch-lipped pose wheeling
the Mazda down I-90 at 80 mph,
you’re a narcissist.

I, for one, do not blame Narcissus
for the selfie stick.
What’s wrong with wanting a fun
picture with friends or one’s self in
front of the Philadelphia Museum
of Art?
Nothing. We’ve done this for
decades, hoping the stranger who
offered to take the picture doesn’t
run off with our expensive Nikon or,
today, iPhone.
It’s the ones so obsessed with
themselves that they actually post
to #HopeIDontCrash and live to
dominate an event with their endless selfie orgies.
This is why the Coachella music
festival ruled, “No Selfie Sticks/No
Narcissists.”
There’s the fun, sharing aspect
of selfies, and then there’s the
self-obsessed narcissistic aspect
of selfies.
If you can enjoy an event... or

driving... without whipping out the
phone cam, you’re fine.
If you can’t help clickin’ the pic in
the mirror and posting to Instagram,
then maybe you are the reason that
even the Sistine Chapel has to ban
selfie sticks.

Copyright 2017 Rick Jensen.
Jensen is Delaware’s award-winning conservative talk show host on
WDEL, streaming live on WDEL.com
from 1-4pm EST. Contact Rick at
rick@wdel.com, or follow him on
Twitter @Jensen1150WDEL.

Did you know about selfie sticks?

• The selfie stick may be a really old phenomenon. In December 2014,
the BBC reported about a photo of a couple taken in 1925. The pair took the
photo with a long pole – with the evidence of the “selfie stick” included in the
shot.
• The selfie stick has also been dubbed the Narcisstick – a play on words
– by some to reflect what they see as some people’s vanity in taking photos
of themselves. Perhaps this is a little unfair as they are popular for group
shots and for even getting clear photos of the action at sporting and music
events.

Open
Sundays
5:00-9:00
for the
Summer!

Hurricane preparedness can place a
lot of stress on Alzheimer’s patients
(Continued form Page 1)

progression of Alzheimer’s disease
may be significantly exacerbated by
that stress. It is important that you,
as the caregiver, plan ahead and
remain calm during this event,” said
Dale Libby, Board Chairman of the
Gathering Place.
The Brazoria County Gathering Place Interfaith Ministries will
be participating in the Brazoria
County Hurricane Preparedness
Expo on Saturday, July 8, 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., at the Fairgrounds in
Angleton. “We are proud to be able
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to participate in this event again.
We invite everyone to stop at our
table and learn more about how to
make a hurricane evacuation less
stressful for your loved one with
Alzheimer’s. It could be a matter of
life or death,” Libby concluded.
The Gathering Place is a volunteer 501c3 organization providing public dementia education
programs and free activity-based
socials for people with memory
disorders in Brazoria County. For
more information, call (979) 2365393.

Did you know about hurricanes?

• A hurricane is an intense tropical storm with powerful winds and heavy
rain.
• Other names for a hurricane include cyclone, typhoon and tropical storm.
• While they are essentially the same thing, the different names usually
indicate where the storm took place. Tropical storms that form in the Atlantic
or Northeast Pacific (near the United States) are called hurricanes, those that
form near or in the Northwest Pacific (near Japan) are called typhoons and
those that form in the South Pacific or Indian oceans are called cyclones.
• Hurricanes usually form in tropical areas of the world.
• Hurricanes develop over warm water and use it as an energy source.
• Hurricanes lose strength as they move over land.

If you like reading The Bulletin each week, pick up an extra copy for
a friend. Please let our advertisers know that you saw their ad.
To read us online, go to www.mybulletinonline.com
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High hopes for ‘Despicable Me 3’ as other franchises falter
By Ryan Faughnder

Los Angeles Times (TNS)

My Answer by Billy Graham

Help friend replace prejudice with love

Q: I enjoy my friend’s company, but sometimes he gets off
on racial issues, and his intolerance and bigotry really make
me very uncomfortable. I tried
to say something to him about it
once, but it just made him angry.
How should I handle this? - W.J.
A: Racial or ethnic prejudice is
a sin in God’s eyes, and it should
be wrong in our eyes, as well. God
created the whole human race,
and His love embraces the whole
human race.
How do we know this? We know
it for many reasons, but most of all
because Jesus Christ died on the
cross to save people from every
race and ethnic background.
Even some of the earliest
Christians had a hard time understanding this at first, but in time
they did, and God confirmed it by
bringing all kinds of people into
His kingdom. Some day in heaven,
we’ll join all believers in praising

God for Christ’s mercy and grace.
The Bible says, “With your blood
you purchased for God persons
from every tribe and language and
people and nation” (Revelation 5:
9).
Racial intolerance isn’t confined to America; in my travels,
I discovered it happens almost
everywhere.
But this is no excuse for ignoring it or simply wishing it would
go away. Ask God to erase any
prejudice from your own heart, and
then to help you be an example to
your friend.
In addition, pray for him, and ask
God to give you wisdom in knowing
how to help him overcome his
prejudices.
The greatest thing you can do
for your friend, however, is to urge
him to give his life to Jesus Christ.
Once Christ fills our hearts and
minds, we begin to see others
through His eyes. When we do
that, prejudice flees, and love takes
its place.
Tribune Media Services

(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/
o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

facebook.com/brazoriacountybulletin

LOS ANGELES — Film franchises are having a chilly summer
at the box office. “Transformers:
The Last Knight” stalled out, “The
Mummy” got buried, and “Alien:
Covenant” drifted off into space.
Now it’s up to the yellow Minions
of “Despicable Me 3” to help cure
the malaise.
A good showing could boost
summer ticket sales that are down 7
percent this year compared with the
same period last year. Other than
superhero movies “Wonder Woman”
from Warner Bros. and “Guardians
of the Galaxy Vol. 2” from Disney,

Port Freeport
commissioners
elect new officers
Port Freeport commissioners
recently unanimously elected Paul
Kresta Chairman of the Port Commission. John Hoss will serve as the
Port Commission Vice Chairman.
The other officers are as follows:
Shane Pirtle, Port Commission Secretary; Bill Terry, Port Commission
Assistant Secretary; Rudy Santos,
Port Commissioner and Ravi Singhania, Port Commissioner.
Paul Kresta has served on the
Port Commission since 2009 and
is a life-long resident of Brazoria
County. Employed by Phillips 66
since 1978, Kresta holds the position of Shift Superintendent, and
for 28 years has been in the private
ranching business.
Kresta served on the Board of the
Brazoria County Fair Association for
25 years, contributed over 20 years
to the Brazoria County Cattlemen’s
Association as a member of the
board and had served as president
for two years. Kresta stays involved
in other community organizations.
Kresta has been married to Peggy
Kresta since 1983 and has four
children and one granddaughter.
“I would like to congratulate
each Commissioner on their newly
elected positions. Port Freeport’s
growth has created an exciting
environment, and I look forward to
working with the Port Commission
and staff in furthering the Port’s
strategic objectives and achieving
new successes,” Kresta said.

the season’s biggest movies have
mostly failed to live up to expectations. The fifth “Transformers” film,
for example, grossed a weak $69
million debut in the United States
and Canada.
Anticipation for the next “Despicable Me” is high.
The latest in the computer
animated series from Universal
Pictures and Illumination Entertainment may be the latest success for
Illumination, which had a huge hit
last summer with “The Secret Life
of Pets.”
Illumination has proved a formi-

dable competitor in the crowded
animation business by making successful movies that cost about $75
million to produce — considerably
less than Pixar and DreamWorks
Animation films.
The gibberish-speaking, pillshaped Minions have become
stars on Amazon’s customer
review system. The tiny henchmen
propelled “Minions” to more than $1
billion in global receipts.
“Despicable Me 3” again stars
Steve Carell as the voice of criminal
mastermind Gru, as well as his
long-lost twin brother, Dru.
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When wordsmithing, two heads (or ten) are better than one on the road to creative composition
By Ron Rozelle

I

Contributing Editor

just spent three good days
leading a writing workshop in
Brenham, Texas in the pleasant company of an interested, interesting and talented group of folks.
Most of them had a unique story
they want to tell, and I hope our
total of sixteen
hours spent
sitting around a
big table looking
at ways to help
them become
better writers,
and at variTHE WORDSMITH ous devices to
manipulate words and plots (and
readers) will be beneficial to them
on their journey.
On the final day, we took sharp
pencils in hand and plunged into
several pages of everybody’s
writing, the group scratching away
at the papers and then discussing
what was done well, what needed to
be done better and what shouldn’t
have been done at all (we call
that clutter in the land of creative
composition; William Zinsser, one of
the patron saints of effect composition, once called clutter the disease
of American writing). We located
perfect first sentences where they
were hiding, buried deep in the text,

If you have a story to tell, find a creative writing
workshop, a writing conference or a critique group
and get some real feedback on your efforts
and elevated them to their rightful
places of honor; we shifted words
and phrases around, and we found
gaping holes where something that
should have been there … wasn’t.
The beauty, and the magic, of
collective textual analysis – we
call it critiquing – is that a writer
ends up with a plethora of options
from which to choose when doing
a second draft. It’s the embodiment of the old “several heads
are better than one” approach. Of
course, the writer doesn’t have to
take any of the advice. But if seven
of ten people concur that the third
sentence in the second paragraph
doesn’t work, you can pretty much
bet that it needs some reworking or
a quick exit.
n that little group we had a
retired English teacher who
can’t quite believe she’s a poet
(she’s an excellent one), an engineer, a local businessman working
on his third novel, two people who
want to write memoirs, and an
actuary for a big insurance company
who’s working on what has the
potential to be an intriguing novel
of suspense. And we had one or

I

two at our table who just wanted to
become better, clearer writers and
had no specific project in mind.
I love doing workshops. Just
hearing participant’s ideas, and
watching them sting words, sentences and paragraphs together
is mighty good stuff for an old
wordsmith like myself. It’s what C.
S. Lewis would have called “red
beef and strong beer”, a phrase he
employed for any particularly enjoyable undertaking in his memoir titled
“Surprised by Joy.”
t the beginning of every
workshop I lead, I tell
the group that creative
writing is made up of two things:
craft and voice. Craft refers to
the many metaphorical tools in a
writer’s kit, everything from grammar to cadence to sentence length
variation to point to view and a
hundred or so other ways to move
words and stories around. Craft is
manipulation; it’s rabbits pulled out
of hats. Voice, on the other hand,
is the way an individual writer uses
some or all of those tools.
On the first day, I told that group
in Brenham that I could hopefully be

A

useful to them when it came to the
tricks of the trade that we call craft.
But finding their unique voice would
be a personal path that can only be
traveled alone.
nd I told them, at the end of
our workshop, that I hoped
they would use that voice
to make themselves a promise to
keep writing, be it fiction or fact,
poetry or prose, and to share it. I
also encouraged them to get themselves into a critique group that
meets regularly.
If you have a story to tell, I
encourage you to do the same.
Find a creative writing workshop or
a writing conference or a critique
group and get some real feedback
on your efforts.
Finally I told that Brenham group
that it’s comforting, and admittedly

A

a bit egotistical, to think that when
you’ve written something that is
published it might be read someday
by someone who might pull it down
from a dusty bookshelf or pick it
up in a used book store, years and
years after you’re gone. And when
that person reads your pages, you’ll
be alive again, for a little while, and
telling somebody your story, in your
voice.
hat little hope, or dream, is
neither craft nor voice. But
it’s a surprisingly pleasingly
sweet justification for using both.
Ron Rozelle’s columns can be
accessed at ronrozellewordsmith
.wordpress.com. He is the author
of “Writer’s Digest’s Write Great
Fiction: Description & Setting,”
and nine other books of fiction and
nonfiction.

T
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“There is a lot of terminology
hours after leaving the water, when
that’s confusing — dry drowning,
parents assume the kids are safe.
secondary drowning, wet drowning,”
“Parents are on edge because
Hulfish says.
of this story,” says Dr. Erin Hulfish,
Dry drowning doesn’t just occur
assistant professor of clinical pediatbecause a child went swimming,
rics in the division of pediatric cliniBy Beth Whitehouse
she says. All types of drownings
cal care at Stony Brook Children’s
Newsday (TNS)
begin with an incident in the water,
Hospital. But while parents should
The recent death of a Texas presuch as being stuck underneath,
be aware of symptoms, they should
schooler ruled as “dry drowning” has
she says.
keep in mind that dry drowning
brought the rare occurrence into the
After a common underwater
makes up only 1 percent to 2
news — scaring parents because
incident, a child may come up sputpercent of all drowning incidents per
it typically occurs anytime up to 24
tering or initially coughing and then
year in the United States, she says.

How does dry
drowning happen?

be fine. In a case where a dry or
secondary drowning may occur, the
victim usually will exhibit continuing symptoms in the subsequent
minutes or hours, such as persistent
coughing, lethargy, vomiting or
alterations in their behavior, Hulfish
says. In the Texas case, CNN
reported that the night after being
knocked over by a wave, the child
vomited and had diarrhea, which
the parents initially thought was a
stomach bug.

Death occurs on dry land
because the initial respiratory injury
triggers other potentially deadly
physical issues, such as the lungs
gradually filling with bodily fluids or
sudden cardiac arrest, Hulfish says.
“The easiest thing we can do to
prevent this is supervision,” Hulfish
says. Then kids are less likely to
have an initial incident in the water,
and, if they do have one, parents
are aware and can watch them
closely afterward.
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ACC Foundation grant to help host STEM family nights
As careers in the Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math
(STEM) continue to surge, Alvin
Community College will start an
event to help recruit students to
prepare for jobs in that field.
With a $1,000 grant from the ACC
Foundation, the college will soon
begin hosting a STEM family night
to show students the advantages of
a technical career.
The Innovative Initiative Grants
were awarded to 11 projects this
spring.
They are designed to encourage,
facilitate, recognize and reward
innovative and creative approaches
to fulfill the mission of the college.
The grants will be used for the
2016-17 academic year.
ACC Student Retention director Holly Williams, center, and interim Arts
and Sciences Dean John Matula, right, received a $1,000 grant from the
ACC Foundation for her STEM Family Night project from Foundation
President Dr. Jim Crumm, left.

Did you know about color TV?
• CBS began experimental color field tests using film as early as August
28, 1940, and live cameras by Nov.12. NBC (owned by RCA) made its first
field test of color television on Feb. 20, 1941. CBS began daily color field
tests on June 1, 1941.
• Westinghouse offers color TV for sale. Cost: $1,295. March 25, 1954:
Mass production of first RCA Victor color sets, model CT-100. Cost: $1,000.
• NBC inaugurated Colorcasting on Nov. 22, 1953 with “The Colgate
Comedy Hour” and shortly thereafter on Jan. 1, 1954 with “The Tournament
of Roses Parade.”

Career opportunities in STEM
are currently growing at 17 percent
compared to 9.8 percent for all
other occupations. In 2012, the
STEP workforce included 7.4 million
workers, and it is projected to grow
by more than 9 million by 2022.
This growth creates a huge
demand for qualified and skilled
workers, and students should be
encouraged to consider those fields.
STEM Family night will include
hands-on activities for K-12 students in a variety of topics. Some
of the activities will help students
learn more about density, potential
and kinetic energy, laws of physics, communications, graphing and
statistics.
“STEM Family Night will provide

an opportunity for students of all
ages and their families to discover
why STEM education is fun,” ACC
Student Retention director Holly
Williams said. “The evening will feature a variety of engaging activities
that show how real-life implications
of STEM can pull together the ideas
presented in schools and help to
show how they benefit our society.”
ACC will partner with local school
districts, area industry, the Brazoria
County Library System and local
engineering firms.
The college will host an event in
the Fall and then in the Spring for
80-100 students and their families
The Foundation issued $12,038
in Innovative Initiative grants this
year.

Southwest, other airlines pulling back on Cuba flights
The Dallas Morning News (TNS)

DALLAS — Southwest Airlines,
pulling back on its service to
Cuba, plans to end flights to two
cities on the island in September after determining the routes
aren’t sustainable, the company
announced.
Dallas-based Southwest will
operate its last flights to Varadero
and Santa Clara on Sept. 4. It will
continue its service from Fort Lau-

derdale and Tampa, Fla., to the
island nation’s capital, Havana.
Southwest’s decision is the
latest sign that U.S. airlines, which
got permission to fly to Cuba last
year, have been disappointed with
their return on investment.
Southwest joins American Airlines and JetBlue in cutting back
service to Cuba, while Frontier
Airlines and Silver Airways ended
their Cuba flights altogether.

Commercial flights between the
U.S. and Cuba took off for the first
time in 50 years in 2016 as part
of a broader push by the Obama
administration to liberalize relations between the two countries.
Airlines launched dozens of
daily flights to Havana and smaller
cities across the island, hoping to
stake a claim in a new market with
the potential to grow into a major
tourist draw.
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100,000 candles on the birthday
fragments were estimated to be a
cake.
little shy of 200,000 years old. Skull
Last week, two new studies
fragments from Omo-Kibish are
published in the journal Nature laid
believed to be 195,000 years old,
out a new theory based on the study
while fossils found in Ethiopia and
of fossils discovered in Morocco
parts of East Africa are believed to
in 1961 that Homo sapiens — i.e.,
be between 154,000 and 160,000
humans — have been around for at
years old.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (TNS)
least 300,000 years. This represents
With the official inclusion of the
Just as we all were getting used
a considerable shift in the timeline
Moroccan fossils into the human
to the idea that our species has
when it comes to the theory of
family, the territory for where
been around roughly 195,000 to
humanity’s origins.
humans are believed to have gotten
200,000 years, paleontologists
Previously the oldest human skull
our start has dramatically expanded,
now tell us it’s time to put another

Blow out
another 100,000
birthday candles

too. We’re no longer just from one
neighborhood in East Africa.
There’s a growing consensus
in the scientific community that
early humans may have arisen in
several regions across the continent
at once, though it was a relatively
small band that left East Africa
70,000 years ago that we owe
special thanks to. Those were our
ancestors.
The Moroccan fossils have
opened the door to the past in
ways we didn’t expect when we

first began to study them nearly 60
years ago. When they were first
discovered, they were strangers.
Over the course of a generation of
scientific scrutiny, we found out they
were family.

Did you know?

• Hugs help to reduce blood
pressure, tension and stress levels
causing you to feel more open and
trusting.
• According to science, silence
makes you smarter.

Bulletin starts 24th year of publication
(Continued from Page 1)

That’s where I worked before
deciding to become a full-time
publisher. It was a great job. I held
it for 12 years plus, but I could not
return. I decided to take a step back
from the corporate life and see if we
could make it on our own.
Our third and last child, Stephanie, was born 16 months earlier, and
we had two elementary school-aged
sons, John III and Bobby. I had just
taken John to Europe for a meetand-greet with relatives in the old
country. When I quit, I left behind
fully covered health insurance and
all the other benefits the Chronicle
offered.
I believe that’s why a lot of
potential entrepreneurs never take
that big step. They think there is
too much risk to leave it all behind,
including a steady paycheck.
But what’s the worst thing that
could have happened? If we
flopped, I would have gone back to
working for the man. And Sharon,
my wife and co-publisher, would
have gone back to freelancing and
marketing. We saw no long-term
harm in taking the big step.
The beginning years were no
cakewalk. We worked hard to make
the paper the best we could each
week, carefully shaping and reshaping its content to carve out a niche
of our own.
We spent many late nights finishing the paper. The manual layout
was a big pain in the neck each
week, but the wonderful world of
everything digital had yet to arrive.
Having a toddler around while
we worked also slightly complicated
things. For example, one morning,
Stephanie decided to “fix” my main
computer’s floppy drive. I used
floppy disks to transfer articles

between computers.
The problem was that I had yet to
transfer the current week’s articles
to the layout computer.
She smiled and held up the pencil
that she just pulled out of the drive.
“I fixed it, daddy,” she said. She
sure did. Press run was the next
morning.
I hurried to the nearest place
where I could pick up another drive,
managed to install it, and work on
the paper continued. It was late into
the night on my part, because I lost
a lot of time wearing my computer
tech hat that day.
Stephanie wasn’t the only one
who ‘fixed” things around here.
I blew a power supply a day
before publication. That was another
long day. I just bought another computer and fixed the old one later.
Then a relative who professed
to know a lot about computers volunteered to make mine run faster,
and he crashed it. He worked on it
all night and brought it back to life.
That was a long, nervous night, but
at least we were not on deadline.
It has been a rewarding 23 years,
dear reader. I want to thank every
one of you for staying with us over
the decades. I hope we entertained
and informed you with every issue.
I also appreciate all our advertisers. Some of you have been with
us for a very long time, and we are
grateful for your business.
If I had to do it again, I would not
change a thing, except for the pencil
thing and the other tech-related
missteps. It has been an honor and
a privilege to be able to publish The
Bulletin for all these years.
We look forward to many more
years. We’re not going anywhere for
while. I’d be bored without a deadline hanging over my head.
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When the press cries ‘extraordinary’ due to laziness, it may change the meaning to ordinary
(Continued form Page 1)

Trump; we learned that doctors
assisting in brutal CIA interrogations operated under extraordinary
circumstances; an opinion writer
noted that Democrats face an
extraordinary challenge in unifying
their party.
The same day on the sports page
it was noted that visitors to next
year’s World Cup soccer matches
in Kazan, Russia, will discover
an extraordinary mix of eastern
and western cultures. The Times
Magazine wrote about pianist Craig
Taborn’s extraordinary musicianship.

Also on that day, we were
assured that OPEC traders were not
planning any extraordinary action on
oil prices.
That was Thursday. Twenty-four
hours earlier we read about extraordinary financial intervention in the
Georgia runoff election; that Trump
had made an extraordinary admission about failing to curb North
Korea’s nuclear program; that British Prime Minister Theresa May’s
fortunes declined with extraordinary
speed, and that Amazon enjoys
- wait for it - extraordinary power in
online marketing.
A few days before that, a Times

writer had observed that a five-day
lull in the America’s Cup racing
schedule would give the Americans
an extraordinary chance to regroup.
I counted at least 85 uses of the
word “extraordinary” by The Times
in the first 22 days of June. They
include hockey fan Jacob Waddell’s
extraordinary effort to smuggle a
flattened catfish into the Predators
match with the Penguins.
These are, without question,
extraordinary times. But unless
journalists weigh their words carefully, everything can quickly become
all too ordinary. It’s a classic case of
the boy who cried extraordinary.
I should add that, until recently,

BC Jazz Band at
Clarion July 7

The Brazosport College Department of Music will host a summer
jazz concert by the Brazosport
College Summer Jazz Band at 7:
30 p.m. on Friday, July 7, at The
Clarion at Brazosport College.
The concert is free, and the public
is invited.
“Come continue the post Fourth
of July celebration with some of
America’s classical music – jazz,”
said BC Jazz Band Director Richard
Birk. “We’ll be playing everything
from big band standards to brand
new selections for contemporary
jazz ensemble. There will be a little
something for everybody.”
Some of the selections to be
performed by the BC Summer Jazz
Band include Count Basie’s “Shiny
Stockings;” Cole Porter’s classic
from the “Great American Songbook,” “You’d Be So Nice to Come
Home To;” the Sydney (Australia)
Jazz Orchestra’s fiery Latin chart,
“Mambino;” the Meters’ funky New
Orleans standard, “Cissy Strut;”
an updated version of the Miles
Davis/Gil Evans collaboration, “New
Rhumba;” Dave Brubeck’s iconic
cool jazz classic, “Take Five;” and
Wynton Marsalis’ raucous “Sanctified Blues.”
For more information, call (979)
230-3658.

if The Times slipped into patterns
of unwelcome redundancy in its
reporting, readers could count on
the Public Editor to flag the problem
for readers and staff. Alas, earlier
this month the paper fired Liz Spayd
and discontinued her Public Editor
position.
It was, some readers of The

Times believe, an extraordinary
lapse of judgment.
Peter Funt can be reached at
www.CandidCamera.com
Peter Funt is a writer and
speaker. His book, “Cautiously Optimistic,” is available at Amazon.com
and CandidCamera.com.©2017
Peter Funt.
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Chinese authorities put the brakes on live streaming
Los Angeles Times(TNS)

BEIJING — It’s becoming a
common refrain.
A new social networking technology takes China by storm. Its users
outsmart the censors, ushering
in an era of relative freedom. And
then, almost inevitably, the Communist Party begins to feel threatened
and shuts it down.
Thus is the story of live-streaming
apps. In China, they’re largely an
anodyne form of entertainment for
lonely millennials. They’re also massive business. More than 344 million
people — about half of China’s
internet users — have used at least
one of China’s approximately 150
live-streaming apps. Last year,
these apps earned more than $4.3

billion.
But this month, authorities
brought the ax down. Last week,
China’s media regulator ordered
three major Chinese internet platforms to halt their video and audio
streaming services, raising users’
ire and signaling a new phase of the
party’s drive to consolidate control
over the internet.
“Most of the audiovisual content
did not accord with national regulations or the political situation of the
times, and its social commentary
was propagating negative speech,”
said the media regulator, the State
Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film and Television, in
a single-sentence edict. The three
services — Sina Weibo, IFeng and

July, 15
July, 29
9am - 3pm

ACFUN — lacked proper livestreaming licenses, it said.
“Many live-streaming media
companies will suffer from this ban,”
said Chen He Di, 27, an online
gaming blogger and live streamer
with more than 200,000 followers on
Weibo. “For live streamers, this is
devastating, because it could cut off
their main — or even only — source
of income.”
“I admit that a small proportion of
live-streaming content is inappropriate and needs to be supervised,” he
said. “But it’s only very tiny proportion.”
The ban is in many ways
ambiguous. Its timing, and the exact
reasons for the government action,
remain unclear.
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you impress others and may pay off financially, as well as
romantically.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): People may jockey for
position and set their sights on lofty goals, but you remain
balanced this week. Ruthless ambition may not appeal to
you, but be aware it is a sweet attraction for associates.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): The week ahead may
offer opportunities for amusing yourself with hobbies or
playtime activities. Even if there is no time for a hand’s on
approach, you can read or study your favorite subject.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Walk the straight
and narrow path. Ignore the wild geese and refuse to
chase after them. Don’t waste money on things that do
not come with a written guarantee in the week ahead.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Focus on the facts
rather than your fantasies. As this week unfolds, you
might not be at your best in one-on-one negotiations. Be
cautious about the fine print if you must sign a contract.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Rest on your laurels. Confidential situations could come to light that can
be used to your advantage in the week ahead. Don’t
take important steps as surface appearances could be
misleading.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Work to make longrange plans a reality as this week unfolds. Tap into the
energy of a creative muse, and you will find yourself
making some powerful moves, and enjoying it as well.

History of the World
July 3: ON THIS DATE in
1775, Gen. George Washington
took command of the Continental
Army at Cambridge, Mass. In 1863,
the three-day Civil War Battle of
Gettysburg ended in victory for the
Union.
July 4: ON THIS DATE in 1776,
the Continental Congress adopted
the Declaration of Independence.
In 1826, on the 50th anniversary
of the Declaration, the second
and third presidents of the United
States both died - John Adams
in Quincy, Mass., and Thomas
Jefferson at his Monticello home in
Virginia.
July 5: ON THIS DATE in 1947,
Larry Doby signed a contract with
the Cleveland Indians baseball

team, becoming the first black
player in the American League. In
1954, Elvis Presley’s first commercial recording session took place at
Sun Records in Memphis, Tenn.
July 6: ON THIS DATE in
1535, Sir Thomas More was
executed in England for treason. In
1957, Althea Gibson became the
first black tennis player to win a
Wimbledon singles title, defeating
fellow American Darlene Hard.
July 7: ON THIS DATE in
1865, four people were hanged in
Washington, D.C., for conspiring
with John Wilkes Booth to assassinate President Lincoln. Booth had
been shot to death by authorities
while hiding in a barn a few weeks
earlier. In 1930, construction began

Did you know?

• Singing during your morning shower can actually help boost immunity
and improve your mood, helping you have a better day.
• People who complain frequently through social media are more likely to
suffer from stress, anxiety and some form of depression.
• Being hungry causes serotonin levels to drop, causing a whirlwind of
uncontrollable emotions such as anxiety, stress, anger, and sadness.
• According to science, your dog doesn’t like to be hugged.

By Mark Andrews

Tribune Content Agency

on Boulder Dam, later renamed
Hoover Dam.
July 8: ON THIS DATE in 1776,
Col. John Nixon gave the first
public reading of the Declaration
of Independence at Independence
Square in Philadelphia. In 1853,
an expedition led by Commodore
Matthew Perry arrived in Yedo Bay,
Japan, to seek U.S. diplomatic and
trade relations with the Japanese.
July 9: ON THIS DATE in 1955,
“Rock Around the Clock” - considered by many as the first true
rock-’n-roll song - by Bill Haley &
the Comets topped the Billboard
pop-music chart. In 1956, Dick
Clark made his first appearance
as host of television’s American
Bandstand.
Answer to last week’s
question: This week in 1885,
French scientist Louis Pasteur
successfully tested an anti-rabies
vaccine on a boy who had been
bitten by an infected dog.
This week’s question: Who
assumed the presidency in 1850
after the death of Zachary Taylor?

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: FLACK RATIO SHOULD POTENT
Answer: He wanted to learn how to play golf, so he -- TOOK A COURSE

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Flashes of genius are
like a genie in a bottle. You may need to rub a little
harder to get the wish granted. Mental restlessness
may send you chasing rainbows down dead-end alleys
this week.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It is easy to be sidetracked by social gatherings. Slacking off in the week
ahead will cause you to lose momentum. Keep your
opinions to yourself and rely on trusted companions
rather than strangers.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): There are some cross
currents going on behind the scenes. Although you
are forging forward, others may secretly resent your
freedom. Be polite and considerate toward others in
the week ahead.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Employ your energy
to be excellent. In the week ahead, your creativity is
energized, and you can get more accomplished than
usual. However, be cautious about spending and using
credit cards.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Face up to your fantasies. In
the week to come, you might be misled by your imagination or see only what you wish to see. You might feel
out of place in group activities or social events.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Keep a smile on your
face as the week goes by. People may wonder just
what you have been up to. An air of mystery will help

SIDELINE CHATTER
By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

Needling Brady
Pats QB Tom Brady, making
a visit to Japan, grappled with a
sumo wrestler and then posed for
a picture with a few of them, TMZ
reported. The photo made Tom
look, shall we say, a tad underinflated.
Oh, son, you shouldn’t have!
Nine MLB players homered
on both Mother’s and Father’s
Day this year — including three
dingers each by the D-backs’
Paul Goldschmidt, the Cardinals’
Yadier Molina, the Astros’ George
Springer and the Rockies’ Pat
Valaika.
Did I do that?
Cavs star LeBron James
vehemently denied that, when
he bolted Cleveland for Miami
in 2010, he started the so-called
super-team era in the NBA. Somewhere, Steve Urkel is chuckling.
No more onion rings
McDonald’s is calling a halt to
its Olympic Games partnership.

Apparently the IOC refused to
replace its “Faster, Higher, Stronger” motto with “Super-Size Those
Thighs.”
Help wanted
The Discovery Channel signed
up Michael Phelps to race a great
white shark. Now comes the tough
part — finding someone to collect
the shark’s postrace urine sample.
What’s shakin’?
Hold that line? No kidding.
The Hayward Fault branch of the
San Andreas Fault runs directly
beneath Memorial Stadium in
Berkeley.
Envelope, please
The NBA announced it will
honor Bill Russell — winner of
11 championships in 13 seasons
— with its first Lifetime Achievement Award.
Next up: a Nighttime Achievement Award for Wilt Chamberlain’s
little black book?
They do run-run
Take five? No kidding. The Orioles broke an American League
record by allowing five or more
runs in 17 consecutive games.
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

Did you know?

• Being in love and being infatuated clouds a person’s rational judgment ,
often causing them to care less about events going on around them.
• Chewing gum has been proven to increase a person’s focus and improve
their mood, while decreasing anxiety and stress.
• Men were the first to wear high heels -- Then women started wearing
them to look more masculine.
• While Eminem was in rehab, Elton John would call him weekly to check
up on him.
• Twerking is actually good exercise. It works the deep muscles of the
hips, as well as the core muscles of the lower back and abs.
• “Finding Nemo” is the best-selling DVD of all time.

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

By Davey Jones

ACROSS
1 Shoot for the stars
6 Group of musical notes
11 Buddy
14 Get off the couch
15 Part of a mechanic’s bill
16 Green prefix
17 *Menace to society
19 Pod veggie
20 Between Europe and America,
say

21 Permeates
23 Three-letter sandwich
26 Belmont Stakes racer
28 J or D, for J.D. Salinger
29 Musical sense
30 w/o delay
31 Gator kin
32 Apple desktops
34 Fodder holder
36 Gael, for one
39 Wild (over)

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

DOWN
1 Opening
2 Tulsa sch. with a Prayer Tower
3 Highchair user’s protector
4 Cuba, por ejemplo
5 Kimono-clad entertainers
6 Maker of Ultra acne treatments
7 Sci-fi pilot Solo
8 Having lots to lose
9 Quarterback Tony
10 Low-humidity environment
11 *Beverage-named Denver arena
12 Crush the midterm
13 Cash advance
18 Corp. heads
22 Criticizes
23 Latte-colored
24 Ex-NBA star Odom
25 *Many a news story, alas
27 *Add zest to
31 Cousin of org
33 Corn oil alternative
35 Foe in “Batman v Superman”
37 Hotelier Helmsley
38 Looks after
40 __ Paulo
44 Colony with tunnels
46 Call off
48 “Acoustic Soul” artist India.__
50 Crawfish habitat
51 After-Christmas specials
53 Attached using thread
54 Texting while driving, e.g.
56 Release
59 Dr. of hip-hop
60 Smidgen
61 Pollution-monitoring org.
62 ISP alternative
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Solutions

BOGGLE ANSWERS
LION BEAR FROG HARE GOAT TOAD CRAB MOLE MULE NEWT

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
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40 *Command to an attack dog
Complete the grid so each row, column
41 Joint for a dummy
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
42 The Emerald Isle
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
43 Rodriguez of the Yankees
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
44 Starter for 007’s car?
45 First name in perfume
47 __ Bator
49 Conclusion
50 Actor Lugosi
51 Sudden gush
52 Dorm VIPs
53 Tropical plain
55 Spat
57 Needle aperture
58 Unemotional, and a hint to the
hidden word in the answers to
starred clues
63 Came in first
64 Pedro’s January
65 Brings in at harvest time
66 Pecan or almond
67 Short-straw picker
68 Win an Olympics prize
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